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• Observation: some objectives are very expensive to evaluate 

(e.g., error rate requires training the network), others are very 

cheap (e.g., model size) 

 we split objectives in cheap and expensive objectives

• In every iteration of LEMONADE:

1) compute kernel density estimator on cheap objectives only 

of current population

2) Generate large number of children by applying mutation to 

parents; parents are selected from population inversely 

proportional to KDE

3) Evaluate KDE on generated children 

(only requires evaluating cheap objectives!)

4) Accept a subset of children; acceptance probability is again 

inversely proportional to KDE

5) Evaluate expensive objectives for accepted subset

6) Update population to be all non-dominated networks

(= Pareto-front)

• Selecting parents and children inversely proportional to KDE 

results in more children being evaluated that more likely fill gaps 

in Pareto-front; we spend more resources on children that are 

more likely to be non-dominated

3 LEMONADE

2 Related work

Efficient Multi-Objective Neural Architecture Search via Lamarckian Evolution

• Handcrafting neural network architectures is a cumbersome 

trial-and-error process done by experts

• Neural Architecture Search (NAS) automatically designs neural 

network architectures

• Former approaches

– often require enormous computational resources 

– only consider optimizing a single objective, e.g., error rate, 

while in practice: often other requirements, such as hardware 

efficiency, real time inference, …

• Our work: efficient NAS with multiple objectives

Motivation

4 Results

• Our method: a Lamarckian Evolutionary algorithm for Multi-

Objective Neural Architecture DEsign (LEMONADE)

• LEMONADE employs Lamarckism by means of (approximate) 

network morphism to avoid costly training from scratch

• Two classes of mutations to generate children:

– network morphisms generally increase network’s resource 

requirements and likely decrease error (e.g., insert 

convolutional/ BatchNorm/ Relu layer, add skip connection, 

increase the number of filters)

– approximate network morphisms generally decrease network’s 

resource requirements but likely increase error (e.g., remove a 

layer, prune filters, replace convolution by dept. separable 

convolution)

• LEMONADE can handle various search spaces (e.g., allows 

searching for either whole architecture or cells)

• LEMONADE is truly multi-objective:

– no need to define trade-off between objectives a-priori

– no need to re-run with other resource requirements

Progress during search (CIFAR-10):

Optimizing 5 objectives at once:

1) Performance on CIFAR-10 (expensive) 2) Performance on 

CIFAR-100 (expensive)  3) # parameters (cheap), 4) # multiply-

add operations (cheap), 5) inference time (cheap)

• Neural Architecture Search: please see our recent survey [1]

• Network morphisms [2,3] are function-preserving operators on 

neural networks (NN), i.e., mapping a NN 𝑁𝑤(𝑥) with parameters 

𝑤 to a NN ෩𝑁 𝑤 𝑥 with parameters 𝑤 so that 𝑁𝑤 𝑥 =
෩𝑁 𝑤 𝑥 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑥; can be achieved by properly choosing 𝑤

• Multi-objective optimization, e.g., [4], deals with problems that 

have multiple, complementary objectives 𝑓1, … , 𝑓𝑛. In general, no 

element optimizes all objectives, one rather seeks to find the 

Pareto-front, i.e., all non-dominated points 
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Also check out the first survey on

Neural Architecture Search:

Elsken, Metzen & Hutter:

Neural Architecture Search: A Survey,

JMLR, 2019

Neural Architecture Search Survey


